
An Insider’s Paris
A Vendôme Immersive Experience



From the moment you disembark in France
you will begin an exceptional journey that will  be

both transformative and renewing.

Our time together will be filled with incredible discoveries, 
stimulating conversations and shared experiences

that will inspire you and make you curious 
to discover even more.

Vendôme Experiences are an invitation to immerse yourself completely 
in a certain art de vivre best exemplified by the quest for excellence 

in all things, an art de vivre that celebrates life in all its forms, 
especially in artistic, literary and gastronomic creation. 

From the 16th century when the House of Valois presided over 
the flourishing of the Renaissance in France, a way of life developed 
in the royal court that has been continuously refined and passed on 

throughout the centuries ...

You are invited to step into this world. 
To discover.
To explore. 
To indulge. 



Vendôme Immersive Experiences 
are small group travel at their best.

Activities in common will be balanced by 
opportunities for individuals or couples 

to relax or explore on their own. 

Each day will include a group component 
and lunch or dinner together. 

The rest of the day will be tailored to you. 

Your travel curator will be happy to organise activities 
for you in advance and will also be present for the duration

of the experience should you desire a recommendation 
or an arrangement to be made.

Luxury small group travel

Vendôme Circle values experiences that are 
both authentic and luxurious.

The number of travellers who participate in a 
Vendôme Immersive Experience 

is therefore limited to six so that each experience, 
be it a dinner at a restaurant or a private tour,

remains on a human scale.

That allows us to both build meaningful connections 
with one another as well as to merge into everyday 

French life as seamlessly as possible.



An Insider’s Paris
A Vendôme Immersive Experience



Premium

VIP arrival and transfer
Nine-night stay in four-star boutique hotel in centre of Paris

Walking and chauffeur-driven tours
Guided museum visits

Private Seine river cruise:
Pre-dinner apéritif on private pontoon

Night at opera or concert
Breakfast at hotel

Four lunches, 
including one at a Michelin-starred bistro
Five dinners at traditional local restaurants

Price: from 8,661 € (2,000 € single supplement)



Prestige

VIP arrival and transfer
Nine-night stay in five-star boutique hotel in centre of Paris

Walking and chauffeur-driven tours
Guided museum visits

Private Seine river cruise:
Pre-dinner apéritif on private pontoon

Night at opera or concert
Breakfast at hotel

Four lunches, 
including two at Michelin-starred restaurants

Five exclusive dinners, 
including one- and two-Michelin-starred restaurants

Price: from 14,378 €  (3,100 € single supplement)



Contact us for more details

enquiries@vendomecircle.com
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